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1.

Introduction

1.1

Policy D9 (Tall buildings) of the London Plan 2021 requires boroughs to
look at both the definition and specific locations where tall buildings may
be an appropriate form of development at local plan making stage. See
below extract (parts A and B) from the policy:

1.2

A previous version of this paper was published as part of the Reg 18
NLPR consultation (February 22). In response representations received,
some updates have been made. These are

1.3

This paper looks at the Council’s approach to Part A of policy D9,
‘Definition’, and sets out:
A) the Council’s understanding of the minimum threshold for tall
buildings as set out in Part A of policy D9 (‘not be less than 6 storeys
or 18 metres measured from ground to the floor level of the
uppermost storey’);
B) the justification for the need for a local definition of a tall building,
above the London Plan definition;
C) an analysis of the local context in the Borough in relation to tall
buildings;
D) the justification for a local definition of tall building in some parts of
the Borough, based on local context.
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2.

London Plan definition of a tall building

2.1

The London Plan 2021 states that the minimum height for a building to
be considered tall is 18m from the ground floor to the floor level of the
uppermost storey.

2.2

In the context of residential buildings, where the average height of one
storey is around 3 metres, this would translate into the total height of
21m from ground to the top of the building. The top of a building would
normally be measured externally at the height of the roof parapet of the
uppermost storey, excluding minor elements such as lift overruns and
plant enclosures.

2.3

This interpretation of the London Plan Policy D9 has been accepted by
the Greater London Authority (GLA) in their response to the Council’s
Issues and Options consultation (July to October 2021) and again at the
Reg 18 consultation (February 2022).

3.

Local definition of a tall building

3.1

Policy D9 of the London Plan recognises that the height at which a
building can be considered tall will vary by locality within London,
depending on local context.

3.2

In paragraph 3.9.3, the London Plan states that tall buildings are
generally those that are substantially taller than their surroundings and
cause a significant change to the skyline. This is consistent with the
approach taken over a number of years by the Borough: considering a
building that is 1.5 times higher than its context to be a tall building – see
Building Heights SPD.

3.3

Initial mapping of prevailing heights revealed that our local interpretation
of the London Plan definition of tall buildings would be suitable in many
parts of the Borough in that 21m would be 1.5 times the prevailing
height. In other parts of the Borough, mainly along main arteries and
3

major town centres the predominant heights already meet or exceed the
London Plan definition. See mapping of building heights below:

Figure 1. Building Heights

3.4

It was therefore concluded that the London Plan definition of a tall
building would not be appropriate for the whole Borough. A higher local
definition is needed to comply with the intention of Policy D9, i.e. for the
definition of a tall building to be based on local context.
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3.5

The NLPR Issues and Options document showed these areas of taller
predominant height and, based on the assumption of a tall building being
one and a half times taller than predominant heights, included the option
of the tall building definition in these areas to be 30m 1 and keeping the
London Plan definition for the remaining areas.

Figure 2. Buildings 30m tall and higher

The figure of 30m is derived from 1.5 times the London Plan threshold of 18m to floor level of
uppermost storey (27m) plus 3m to reach roof height.

1
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4.

Threshold by locality

4.1

The existing prevailing building heights in the Borough were analysed in
order to determine which parts of the Borough were suitable for which
tall building definition: the higher local definition of 30m or 21m.

4.2

The RBKC Character Study, February 2022 sets out our evidence base
which describes the townscape character, including building heights, for
each of the 41 character areas it identifies. This was used as a starting
point for analysing predominant heights by character area.

4.3

The context of each character area was analysed to determine whether
a building of 21m or 30m would be tall, considering predominant height
and uniformity of the townscape.

4.4

Some character areas are very clear, with consistent building heights
and uniform townscape that fits within one of the tall building definitions
described above. Others present a more varied character, and it is
therefore necessary to analyse them in more detail. The following factors
have been examined:
•

areas of consistent, sensitive historic townscape where taller
buildings would cause a significant change to the skyline;

•

town centres and along arterial routes where there are existing
concentrations of taller buildings that contrast with a lower residential
hinterland within the same character area;

•

land use, scope for change and other designations, such as
Opportunity Areas or Employment Zones; and

•

Council-owned, modernist housing estates where there is great
variation in building heights. These often have singular tall buildings
in an otherwise low rise setting.
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4.5

The analysis is set out below in the table of character areas.

Figure 3. Character areas overview

Character area

Is London
After
Plan
additional
threshold
factors? Y/N
suitable? Y/N

Notes

A1 Knightsbridge

N

N

30m threshold applies

A2 Hans Town

N

N

30m threshold applies

B1 Lots Village and Stanley

Y

Y

21m threshold applies

B2 Cremorne and Worlds
End Estates

N

N

Housing Estate with a mix of heights
from midrise to high rise including a
cluster of tall buildings – 30m
threshold applies

B3 Chelsea Park and
Sloane/Stanley

Unclear

Y

Heritage designations and sensitivity/
limited scope for change
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B4 Cheyne

Unclear

y

B5 King's Road & Sydney
Street

N

Y

B6 Royal Hospital

Y

y

21m threshold applies

B7 Chelsea and Chelsea
Estates

Y

Y

21m threshold applies

B8 Sloane Avenue North

N

N

30m threshold applies

B9 Sloane Square

N

N

30m threshold applies

C1 Brompton Cemetery

Y

Y

Non built area

C2 The Boltons

Unclear

Y

Heritage designations and sensitivity/
limited scope for change

D1 Queen's Gate and South N
Kensington

N

30m threshold applies

D2 Brompton

Unclear

Y

Heritage designations and sensitivity/
limited scope for change

D3 Kensington Museums

N

N

30m threshold applies

D4 Courtfield

N

N

30m threshold applies

D5 Gloucester Road Station

N

N

30m threshold applies

E1 Earl's Court & Warwick
Road

N

N

Opportunity Area

E2 Philbeach, Nevern and
Earl's Court Square

Unclear

Y

Heritage designations and sensitivity
/ limited scope for change

E3 Earl's Court Village

Unclear

Y

Heritage designations and sensitivity
/ limited scope for change

F1 Kensington Court,
Kensington Square & De
Vere

N

N

Y

Central area to be 21m threshold /
north and south 30m threshold in
response to context

F2 Kensington Green Estate N

N

Y

North area to be 30m threshold /
south 21m threshold in response to
context

F3 Edwards Square,
Abingdon and Lexham

N

Y

Kensington High St frontage only to
be 30m threshold in response to
context

Unclear

Heritage designations and sensitivity/
limited scope for change
N
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Heritage designations and sensitivity
in the majority of this character area.
Following receipt of comments on the
Reg 18 consultation, the 30m
threshold applies to the Royal
Brompton Hospital site in line with
the RBH SPD and adjacent Royal
Marsden Hospital Site.

F4 Kensington Palace and
Kensington

N

N

Y

G1 Holland Park

Unclear

Y

Heritage designations and sensitivity/
limited scope for change

H1 Norland

Y

Y

21m threshold applies

H2 Ladbroke

Unclear

Y

Heritage designations and sensitivity
/ limited scope for change

H3 Notting Hill Gate

N

N

30m threshold applies

H4 Colville

y

Y

21m threshold applies

H5 Pembridge

unclear

Y

Heritage designations 21m threshold
applies / limited scope for change

H6 Avondale

Y

Y

Housing Estate – building of 21m
would be perceived as tall given
predominance of low-rise buildings.
21m threshold applies

H7 Notting Dale

N

Y

Housing Estate – building of 21m
would be perceived as tall given
predominance of low-rise buildings.
21m threshold applies

H8 The Westway and West
London Railway Corridor

Unclear

Y

I1 Oxford Gardens – St
Quintin

Y

Y

21m threshold applies

I2 St Charles' Square,
Balfour and Treverton
Estates

N

Y

Listed buildings create the height /
housing estate

I3 Wornington Green and
Portobello Square

N

N

I4 Dalgarno Neighbourhood
Estates

Y

Y

21m threshold applies

J1 Kensal Green Cemetery

Y

Y

Non built area

J2 Kensal Gas Works

N

N

Opportunity Area

J3 Kensal New Town

N

N

30m threshold applies

N

Y
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Kensington High St frontage only to
be 30m threshold in response to
context

As established within the Latimer
Road Design Code. The western part
of the Freston Rd Employment Zone
has been included in the 30m
threshold area in response to context
following comments received during
the Reg 18 consultation.

North west area only to be 30m
threshold / lower areas to south to
remain 21m threshold in response to
context
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4.6

This analysis resulted in the definition of the following areas having a
local context for which a building of 21m would not be tall, and for which
a building of 30m would be tall. This complies with the requirements of
policy D9 of the London Plan. The plan below has been amended
following the receipt of comments and representations as part of the
Reg. 18 consultation process.

Figure 4 Building heights definition by locality
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